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ABSTRACT

Edited by Marie Weiss

Droughts can cause tremendous losses to agricultural and economic development; humans have explored many
anti-drought measures to mitigate the influence of drought and accordingly altering the characteristics of actual
agricultural drought. In this study, a method is proposed to detect the spatiotemporal changes in drought
characteristics, which show the effects of anti-drought measures on drought mitigation. Two agricultural
drought mitigation evaluation indices are proposed, the agricultural drought frequency change (ADFC) and
agricultural drought area change (ADAC), which are calculated by combining the Palmer drought severity index
(PDSI) and vegetation health index (VHI), two widely used drought monitoring indices. The PDSI and VHI
represent the natural and actual agricultural drought severity under natural and actual conditions respectively,
and their differences in drought frequency and affected area reflect the level of anti-drought measures in mitigating agricultural drought. The feasibility of using ADFC and ADAC to quantify the effects of anti-drought
measures for agriculture is explored using data from six typical agricultural provinces in the North China Plain
and Northeast China. The results show that ADFC and ADAC could reflect both the spatiotemporal changes in
agricultural drought characteristics and the influence of anti-drought measures on agricultural drought. The
trend of the drought mitigation index is consistent with agricultural activity statistics. These two indices could be
further used to evaluate the effects of different anti-drought methods and aid in defeating agricultural drought
across many countries.
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1. Introduction
Drought, representing a water shortage relative to normal conditions(Wardlow et al., 2017; West et al., 2019), is among the disasters
that cause heavy agricultural losses (Lesk et al., 2016). Drought can
directly affect agricultural production through its effects on photosynthesis (Yan et al., 2016a; Yan et al., 2016b) by reducing both
chlorophyll and the water content in vegetation (Kogan et al., 2019)
and by changing the frequency and intensity of other disturbance factors (Anderegg et al., 2012; Sangüesa-Barreda et al., 2015; Tian et al.,
2014; Tian et al., 2015). The annual average losses in the Asia Pacific
region due to agricultural drought reach $404 billion, which is approximately 1.4% of the region's GDP (UNESCAP, 2019). The annual
economic losses caused by drought reached $7 billion per year from
1984 to 2017 in China (Su et al., 2018). Harvested areas have been
found to decline by a global average of 4.1% during droughts (Lesk
et al., 2016). Drought impacts can include conflict, migration, fires,

food shortages and famine (Patrick, 2017; Trnka et al., 2019).
Drought has been defined in a number of ways (Trenberth et al.,
2014; Van Loon and Laaha, 2015; West et al., 2019), including meteorological drought, which is defined as precipitation deficiency,
agricultural drought, which is defined as deficiency in soil moisture,
hydrological drought, which is defined as low streamflow and ground
water reduction, and socioeconomic drought, which is defined as the
gap between water demand and supply. The development of droughts
consists of multiple climate process interactions and land-atmosphere
responses, as well as human activities that influence the cause/linkages
of droughts (Wang et al., 2016b). Factors that influence drought propagation include regional climate and local land surface characteristics,
such as landcover, the vegetation community, soil context, topography
and human interventions (Barker et al., 2015; Van Loon and Laaha,
2015). Drought propagation occurs not only among different drought
phases (e.g., from meteorological to agricultural drought) but also
within a certain drought phase (Parry et al., 2016).
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Drought can be characterized by the degree of influence, temporal
properties, spatial properties (Dai, 2011), the percentage of the area
affected, the frequency of occurrence in certain periods, long-term
trends (Yu et al., 2014), and the peak time of drought occurrence (Yao
et al., 2020). Various drought indices have been developed to describe
the characteristics of drought at different phases, including severity,
extent, frequency and duration (Hayes et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2020),
and these indices usually measure the departure of a variable from the
local normal condition based on its historical distribution. Drought
indices are also used to quantify drought impacts by establishing the
relationship between the temporal variability of different drought indices and response variables (Vicenteserrano et al., 2012), such as crop
yields or crop productivity (Hornbeck and Keskin, 2014; Li and Ren,
2019; Mavromatis, 2007; Mohtashami et al., 2020; Potop, 2011;
Quiring and Papakryiakou, 2003; Vergni and Todisco, 2011; Wang
et al., 2018), soil moisture (Sims et al., 2002), groundwater level (Khan
et al., 2008), river discharges (Wu et al., 2018), and ecosystem services
(Jones et al., 2019; Seneviratne and Ciais, 2017), etc.
For meteorological drought, precipitation is the primary variable
used in indices such as the standardized precipitation index (SPI)
(McKee et al., 1993), and surface air temperature is used as a secondary
variable to consider the effect of evapotranspiration, such as in the
standardized
precipitation
evapotranspiration
index
(SPEI)
(Vicenteserrano et al., 2010). The soil water balance is further used for
water supply and demand as in the Palmer drought severity index
(PDSI) (Palmer, 1965). The PDSI was found to be highly correlated with
the soil moisture differences within the uppermost 1 m according to site
observations; thus, site observation are usually adopted to quantify
agricultural droughts (Dai, 2011) but can reflect only the changes in
soil moisture caused by climate change (Mu et al., 2013) and do not
consider the impacts of anti-drought measures. The SPI, SPEI and PDSI
have been used to describe the spatiotemporal variations in drought
characteristics, drought extent, drought severity and tendency
(Trenberth et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2020; Zhai et al., 2010). Droughtaffected areas significantly increased in northern China from 1951 to
2003 based on the PDSI (Zou et al., 2005) at a rate of approximately
~3.72% per decade (Yu et al., 2014). The SPEI revealed decadal variations over 1961–2012 in China with the most frequent and severe
droughts before the 1980s and in the 2000s (Chen and Sun, 2015; Troy
et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2014). In particular, North China experienced
significant drying trends and had the longest drought durations during
the 1990s and 2000s (Yang et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2014; Zhai et al.,
2010). Although meteorological drought indices are highly correlated
with crop yield, crop yield is influenced by many factors more than just
climate variability (Quiring and Papakryiakou, 2003; Tian et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2016a). However, these indices include no information
about agricultural irrigation (Yu et al., 2019), varieties, tillage practices
and any other anti-drought measures, therefore are capable to describe
drought characteristics under natural condition.
Agricultural drought is related to moisture deficits in vegetation
roots, which lead to crop growth stress, crop yield reduction or failure
driven by low precipitation over a sustained period (Narasimhan and
Srinivasan, 2005). The characteristics of agricultural drought can be
directly estimated from in situ soil moisture measurements (Yang et al.,
2018) or satellites with ground-calibrated soil moisture models such as
the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) mission (Entekhabi et al.,
2008; Yang et al., 2018) or indirectly estimated using the amount of
chlorophyll and water content to represent vegetation health (Kogan
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2016a; Wardlow et al., 2017), as well as the
passive and active microwave sensors (Eswar et al., 2018; West et al.,
2019), such as Soil Moisture Agricultural Drought Index (SMADI)
combining soil moisture with vegetation indices(Sánchez et al., 2016).
Vegetation is considered unhealthy if it is not well developed or vigorous, wilting and not very green (or brown). The linkage between
satellite-derived vegetation growth conditions and soil moisture deficits
has been shown in agricultural drought monitoring (Gu et al., 2008;

Wardlow et al., 2017; Weiss et al., 2020; West et al., 2018). Satellitebased vegetation indices (VIs) such as the anomaly of normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI), vegetation conditions (VCI) and normalized difference water index(NDWI) (Gu et al., 2008; Hayes et al.,
2012; Qin et al., 2015; Wardlow et al., 2017; West et al., 2019) can
provide valuable information for the characterization of agricultural
drought, its spatial extent, and the severity of vegetation stress. However, it is difficult to detect the ending time of an agricultural drought
event since stressed vegetation cannot recover promptly after drought
(Zhang et al., 2019). Among all satellite-based indices, the vegetation
health index (the VHI) is one of the most popular indicators (Bento
et al., 2018; Gomes et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2009; Rojas et al., 2011)
for monitoring drought extent (Sholihah et al., 2016). The VHI inherently considers the local biophysical (soil, slope) and climate conditions (García-León et al., 2019). The VHI is a stable and robust remote
sensing index for actual agricultural drought monitoring in various
agro-meteorological zones of China (Yan et al., 2016a). The VHI exhibits a high correlation with crop yield, especially in the critical stage
of crop growth (Kogan et al., 2012; Prasad et al., 2006; Rahman et al.,
2009; Yang et al., 2018).
Meteorological and agricultural indicators exhibit differences in
their ability to capture drought characteristics (Hayes et al., 2012; Qin
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016a; Wang et al., 2018). The performances
of the soil moisture deficit, meteorological drought indices and satellitebased VIs were compared in North China (Qin et al., 2015; Yang et al.,
2018). The drought-affected area exhibited a significant increasing
trend, and the drought event that occurred in 1999 had the largest
extent of all years with data according to the soil moisture, but the same
events were shown to have shorter durations and even larger extents on
average when derived from the SPI, and annual improvements in the
vegetation condition were generally observed in North China (Yang
et al., 2018). The declining periods of NDVI were in fairly good
agreement with the drought events identified in the same periods. The
correlation between the annual soil moisture deficit and the NDVI
anomaly was higher than that between the annual soil moisture deficit
and the SPI (Qin et al., 2015). The correlation between the vegetation
index and meteorological drought index was found to be much lower
over cropland areas than over grassland, shrub, and forest areas because human interventions, including tillage practices, irrigation, fertility and disease control, will also affect crop growth (Yang et al.,
2018). It was also found that irrigation plays a significant role in establishing the relationship between drought indices and crop yield loss
(Wang et al., 2018). Differences in drought characteristics are derived
from different indices, particularly in terms of the drought-affected
areas and occurrence frequencies. However, few studies have explored
the value and significance of these differences and what they stand for.
When a drought occurs, many anti-drought measures are often explored to mitigate the detrimental impacts of drought, accordingly altering the characteristics of actual agricultural drought, such as drought
affected extent, occurring frequency. These measures include irrigation
practices (Hornbeck and Keskin, 2014; Troy et al., 2015; Uwizeyimana
et al., 2018), the use of drought-tolerant seed varieties (Simtowe et al.,
2019), crop intensity adjustments (Solh and van Ginkel, 2014), and
agricultural water conservation methods (mulching and ridges)
(Uwizeyimana et al., 2018). Actual agricultural drought may not occur
if anti-drought measures are appropriately adopted in time to preserve
soil moisture and fulfill crop growth requirements (Van Loon et al.,
2016), even if meteorological drought occurs with a significant reduction in precipitation (Hayes et al., 2012; Pablos et al., 2017).
Irrigation alleviates drought impacts, improves crop yield, and increases crop water productivity (Hornbeck and Keskin, 2014; Kresovic
et al., 2014; Suarez et al., 2019; Troy et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016a)
since irrigation stabilized the climate extremes and variability, which
led to yield reductions in rainfed crops but not irrigated crops (Troy
et al., 2015). Irrigation changed the effects of drought by shifting the
threshold to beyond the level at which crops will be negatively affected
2
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(Araujo et al., 2016; Li et al., 2018a; Schauberger et al., 2017; Zipper
et al., 2016) and by mitigating dry spells (Uwizeyimana et al., 2018),
therefore leading the changes of agricultural drought characteristics. In
addition, stress-tolerant crops can potentially mitigate the negative
impacts of drought (Fisher et al., 2015). Farmers with drought-tolerant
maize varieties did not experience the impact of a drought, such as
reductions in agricultural productivity, when the most severe drought
occurred in 2015 in Uganda (Simtowe et al., 2019). A trend analysis of
the NDVI residuals revealed that new grain varieties and farming
practices, not irrigation increases, generated the apparent departure of
the NDVI tendency from rainfall in West Australia (Burrell et al., 2017),
which means that new varieties and tillage practices have changed the
crop response (growth stress, yield reduction or failure) to drought or
drought characteristics.
Therefore, by mitigating the impact of droughts on crop conditions,
anti-drought measures have significantly changed the manifestation of
actual agricultural drought characteristics such as extent, intensity,
duration and frequency, altered the propagation process of drought
development (Wang et al., 2016b) and affected drought vulnerability
(Wilhelmi and Wilhite, 2002). However, a method to quantify the
changes in drought characteristics is lacking, which in fact are the effects of anti-drought measures on drought mitigation.
Although drought is a relatively foreseeable climatic phenomenon
with biophysical mechanisms, reactions to drought from the individual
to the community and even at the state level are different (O'farrell
et al., 2009). Most countries are still in the early stages of developing
and implementing mitigation schemes to offset the influences of agricultural droughts, including irrigation modernization, water flow meter
installment, surface water storage, and groundwater pricing (Patrick,
2017). It is necessary to investigate the overall role of anti-drought
measures, which will improve our understanding of the effect of
drought mitigation measures, since a “lack of information” on drought
mitigation performance is the greatest barrier to investing in drought

mitigation strategies (Wilhite et al., 2007). A drought mitigation effect
analysis and conclusion can support climate change research and provide information for making decisions related to food security.
The objective of this paper is to propose a method to assess the
changes in drought characteristics to quantify the effects of antidrought measures on drought mitigation. Spatial-temporal analyses of
the changes in drought characteristics in six provinces over the North
China Plain and Northeast China over 37 years were conducted for
agricultural droughts under both natural and actual conditions.
2. Data and method
2.1. Study area
Six provinces in China are chosen for this study to test the method
(Fig. 1). Three of the provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning) are
located in Northeast China (NEC), which is dominated by a temperature
climate with only one crop per year. The other three provinces (Hebei,
Henan and Shandong) are on the North China Plain (NCP). The annual
average precipitation from 1980 to 2015 according to the Chinese
Ecosystem Research Network (CERN) (http://www.cern.ac.cn/0index/
index.asp) is presented for background information.
The typical climate type of NEC is a temperate continental monsoon
climate. The average annual precipitation ranges from 400 mm to
1000 mm. The major crop types are spring wheat, summer maize, rice
and soybean, with only one growing season from May to September.
Most arable land is rainfed according to statistical data (National
Bureau of Statistics, 2018).
The NCP is under a temperate semi-humid continental monsoon
climate type. The precipitation of the NCP is between 500 and 900 mm
per year (decreasing from southeast to northwest). Approximately 80%
of the annual precipitation occurs from June to September. Droughts
mainly occur in spring and summer. Winter wheat and corn are the two

Fig. 1. Location of the six provinces in China and annual average precipitation.
3
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main crops, and the production of these two crops accounts for approximately 50% of the national wheat and maize production. Usually,
winter crops are irrigated, and summer crops are rainfed. Since 1980,
canal lining, pipeline, drip and sprinkler irrigation have been introduced in the NCP to improve the reliability of irrigation, adapt to
drought events, and improve the water use efficiency. With the development of >30 years of water-saving agriculture, the improvement of
the irrigation use coefficient in this region was significant, with 67%,
60% and 63% improvements for Hebei, Henan and Shandong provinces, respectively, in 2016.

has been demonstrated to have great capability and high suitability in
detecting agricultural drought (Kogan, 2002; Yan et al., 2016b). The
VHI considers both vegetation conditions (VCI) and thermal conditions
(TCI) when assessing the environmental stresses related to both water
and temperature within a given observation period. By using the
minimum values of NDVI and land surface temperature (LST), the VHI
postulates that primary production is proportional to the most limiting
growth resource and becomes the lowest at the lowest NDVI or LST
value. The difference between the maximum and minimum values of
NDVI and LST is the water stress tolerance limit for crops, which also
removes the climate components from these indices (Kogan et al.,
2019). Generally, the VHI is calculated as follows:

2.2. Data
The PDSI (Palmer, 1965) and VHI (Kogan, 2001; Rhee et al., 2010)
are selected to separately describe agricultural droughts under both
natural and intervention conditions, respectively.
The PDSI is the most popular index used worldwide for monitoring
and analyzing drought occurrence. The basic theory of the PDSI is the
difference between actual precipitation and the amount of precipitation
necessary for proper vegetation growth (Wells et al., 2004). The PDSI
incorporates previous and current water supply (precipitation) and
demand (potential evapotranspiration) information into the water
deficit evaluation. The PDSI is generally computed on a weekly to
monthly basis with precipitation and temperature as input to a simplified water-balance model, which includes a set of normalized water
balance terms. To improve the spatial comparability, the PenmanMonteith (PM) equation was used for the calculation of potential evapotranspiration (PE) (Sheffield et al., 2012), which takes into account
the influences of solar radiation, air humidity, and wind speed.
The PDSI was used as an index for monitoring meteorological
drought in many studies (Dai, 2011). Other researchers utilized the
PDSI as an agricultural drought index (Sheffield et al., 2012; Wang
et al., 2016b) because the PDSI is closely linked with soil moisture and
is an effective indicator of agricultural drought at the monthly scale
(Dai, 2011). The reason for the different uses of the PDSI is mainly the
different definitions of indicators adopted in various studies. Meteorological drought indicators are mostly concerned with changes in
rainfall, while the focus of agricultural drought indicators is on changes
in soil moisture. In this research, we refer to the PDSI as an indicator of
agricultural drought, focusing on the soil moisture and PE without reflecting the impact of agricultural practices, such as irrigation and
water conservation measures (Dai, 2011; Mu et al., 2013). Human
withdrawal of groundwater in arid regions, including central North
China, likely has little effect on the PDSI values. A weak correlation
mainly exists in regions where humans highly influence river flow. The
PDSI with PM can be used globally except for regions close to the pole
(Dai, 2011).
The PDSI dataset used in this research was downloaded from the
TerraClimate dataset supported by the University of Idaho (http://
www.climatologylab.org/terraclimate.html), which is a global dataset
covering 1900 to 2018 at 4 km resolution with a monthly interval
(Abatzoglou et al., 2018). The PDSI was calculated using precipitation
and PE from the PM equation. The calculation is similar to the PDSI-PM
method used in another study (Van der Schrier et al., 2011). The PDSI
ranges from approximately −10 (extreme dry) to +10 (extreme wet),)
representing the ground moisture degree, allowing for spatiotemporal
comparisons.
The satellite-based VHI is calculated with three spectral channels:
visible (VIS), near-infrared (NIR), and thermal infrared (IR). The VHI,
which was developed for agricultural drought detection, is based on the
estimation of vegetation stress related to both water and temperature
from satellite-derived indices (Kogan, 2001; Rhee et al., 2010). The VHI

VCI =

NDVI NDVImin
NDVImax
NDVImin

TCI =

LSTmax LST
LSTmax LSTmin

VHI = VCI + (1

)TCI

where NDVI is the satellite-derived pixel value and NDVImax and
NDVImin are the maximum and minimum values of NDVI during the
research period (Kogan, 2002). LST is the brightness temperature, and
α is the weighting parameter (Kogan, 2001).
The dataset consists of global weekly indices (VCI, TCI and VHI)
derived from AVHRR GAC orbital data between 55°S and 75°N (STAR,
2018). The spatial resolution is 4 km. The VHI data from 1982 to 2018
were extracted from the dataset at a resolution of 4 km with ten-day
intervals
(https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/smcd/emb/vci/VH/vh_
ftp.php). For the determination of the weighting parameter α, since
contributions of moisture and temperature to crop health through a
crop growth cycle are unknown, the same weight was generally assigned to VCI and TCI for calculating the VHI (Kogan, 2001) in this
dataset. If vegetation is very healthy, the VHI is set to 100. If vegetation
is wilting, the vegetation state is extremely stressed, and the VHI is
equal to 0. Between these two extreme conditions (very healthy and
extremely stressed), vegetation health is continuously divided into
different levels of vegetation health, as is done for stress levels: light,
moderate, severe, extreme, exceptional, and so on.
The cropland mask data were acquired from the ChinaCover land
cover map by the Chinese Academy of Sciences, which is a China land
cover dataset at 30 m resolution (Wu et al., 2017). The ChinaCover map
is a national landcover dataset for China that is developed every five
years. In this research, we used four land cover datasets from ChinaCover in 1990, 2000, 2010 and 2015 and extracted cropland as a mask.
To ensure the accuracy of the area measurements and comparisons, all
data were converted to the Behrmann equal area cylindrical projection
at 4 km resolution for value statistics and area calculation.
There are many anti-drought measures undertaken in the NCP and
NEC (Li et al., 2018b; Yan and Wu, 2014; Yan et al., 2015). The irrigation area could reflect the investment in man-made crop water condition improvements. The reservoir capacity could reflect the provincial
capacity to undergo a drought period. Agricultural plastic usage could
Table 1
Irrigation area percentages for 6 provinces in China.

1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s

4

Hebei

Shandong

Henan

Heilongjiang

Liaoning

Jilin

41.3%
46.3%
51.3%
51.6%

41.6%
42.5%
44.3%
45.6%

28.1%
33.3%
35.4%
35.8%

8.3%
15.2%
23.6%
40.9%

19.8%
33.3%
39.9%
37.3%

18.3%
24.6%
32.1%
31.7%
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indicate the methods adopted to preserve soil water from evapotranspiration. The provincial irrigation area, reservoir capacity and
agricultural plastic film usage data for further analysis were acquired
from the China National Statistical Data Website (http://data.stats.gov.
cn) (National Bureau of Statistics, 2018). Table 1 shows the irrigation
percentages for the 6 provinces. It was observed that even though both
Hebei and Shandong have had quite high percentages since the 1980s,
irrigation efficiency has been improved (Li et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018b).
2.3. Method
Meteorological drought is mainly caused by abnormal climate
conditions, but not all meteorological droughts will cause an actual
agricultural drought to a certain extent, an actual agricultural drought
will occur only when a meteorological drought occurs and causes crop
stress. This level of response is the resilience of agriculture against
meteorological drought and the tolerance of crops to water stress
(Birthal and Hazrana, 2019). Furthermore, actual agricultural drought
may not occur once anti-drought measures such as irrigation and water
conservation measures are adopted, which is the resilience of agriculture to agricultural drought. The difference in response reflects the
delayed response of crops to drought, the resilience of crops to drought,
or the contribution of anti-drought measures to alleviating the damage
to agriculture from drought. Resilience can be described by changes in
drought characteristics, such as changes in drought-affected areas and
occurrence frequency, reflecting an increase in the ability of human
activities to mitigate drought.
Agricultural drought can be called natural agricultural drought if it
occurs under natural conditions without any artificial intervention.
These preconditions exist for grassland, shrub and forest and are rare in
farmland given that farmers would take anti-drought measures through
crop selection, irrigation, and tillage practices to save the crop by mitigating drought impacts (Li et al., 2018b; Wilhelmi and Wilhite, 2002).
Therefore, natural agricultural drought is considered to be a natural
phenomenon (Wang et al., 2016b), while actual agricultural drought
occurs as usual even with the high level of interference by human activities.
The PDSI describes the soil moisture variability driven by climate
without considering the impacts of human activities such as irrigation
and water conservation measures. Therefore, the characteristics of the
PDSI determine that it can reflect only agricultural drought under
natural conditions. i.e., natural agricultural drought. On the other hand,
the VHI can represent actual agricultural drought since it is based on
remote sensing and directly monitors crop stress, reflecting the impact
of human activities such as irrigation, tillage practices and stress-tolerant varieties. The differences in spatial extent and occurrence frequency in a certain period between the two indicators can be used to
describe the effects of ant-drought measures on drought mitigation.
Given that the PDSI and VHI have different definitions of intensity
and duration, that are difficult to detect when using monthly datasets,
spatial coverage and frequency are often used to quantify drought. Two
indicators are developed using the percentage difference to quantify the
effect of mitigation. One indicator is agricultural drought occurrence
frequency changes (ADFC), and the other is agricultural drought affected area changes (ADAC). The smaller the ADFC and ADAC values
are, the greater the agricultural drought mitigation effect will be, and
vice versa.

ADFCi =

Fig. 2. Distribution of the area percentage lower than the specific PDSI and VHI
thresholds for the Heilongjiang rainfed cropland in the 1980s.

ADACi =

PA(VHIi < ) PA(PDSIi < )
PA(PDSIi < )

where i is the season, spring is the first growing season, which is from
March to May, summer is the second season, which is from June to
August for the NCP, and only one growing season occurs in the NEC,
which is from May to August. The PDSI and VHI are the natural and
actual agricultural drought indices. α is the threshold for determining
the drought with the PDSI, and β is the threshold for determining the
drought from the VHI. Only one group of drought severity is considered, without further divided into mild, moderate, serious, and extreme groups. Both the ADFC and ADAC time series are generated over
6 provinces and averaged over different periods (1982–1990,
1991–2000, 2001–2010, and 2011–2018).
For a proper comparison between the PDSI and VHI, the threshold
for drought should be defined in the beginning. The value ranges of the
two indices are not the same. Fig. 2 shows the area percentage under
the specific values of both the PDSI and VHI with steps of 0.5 for the
PDSI and 5 for the VHI in the rainfed cropland of Heilongjiang. >90%
of cropland is rainfed in Heilongjiang with limited anti-drought measures in the 1980s. The rainfed cropland was selected using the ChinaCover cropland and FAO irrigation mask (http://www.fao.org/
aquastat/en/geospatial-information/global-maps-irrigated-areas).
From the distribution map, we found that the affected area increased
linearly with the PDSI value but curved exponentially for the VHI.
However, the affected areas were equal (23.96%), when the PDSI was
< −0.5 and the VHI was <45, assuming that the affected area of
drought detected by both the PDSI and VHI was the same for rainfed
agricultural areas. In this case, PDSI values of less than −0.5, which is
parameter α value, and VHI values of <45, which is parameter β value,
are regarded as drought conditions.
3. Results
3.1. Variations and changes in the PDSI and VHI
The monsoon climate of China causes frequent drought events.
Table 1 shows the PDSI and VHI averages for 6 provinces in spring
(March to May) and summer (May to August) for NEC and June to
August for NCP. The average PDSI for March–May in the NCP is less
than −1 (Table 2), indicating that spring is a drought-prone season and
that the condition is improved in the summer in the NCP (Yang et al.,
2016; Yu et al., 2019). Hebei became worse than before in the new
century. The drought in Henan over the last 10 years has been more
severe than in other years in both spring and summer. The drought in
NEC was not as severe as that in the NCP but was the worst in the first

f(VHIi < ) f(PDSIi < )
f(PDSIi < )

5
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Table 2
The average PDSI and VHI values for 6 provinces.
Index

Period

NCP

NEC

March–May (Spring)

PDSI
PDSI
PDSI
PDSI
VHI
VHI
VHI
VHI

1982–1989
1990–1999
2000–2009
2010–2018
1982–1989
1990–1999
2000–2009
2010–2018

June–August (Summer)

May–August (Growing Season)

Hebei

Shandong

Henan

Hebei

Shandong

Henan

Heilongjiang

Liaoning

Jilin

−1.39
−1.78
−2.88
−2.15
39.99
54.47
50.50
46.14

−1.63
−1.65
−1.22
−2.23
40.02
57.21
53.14
51.28

−1.03
−1.47
−1.50
−1.91
38.93
51.88
55.41
55.70

−1.18
−1.28
−2.56
−1.91
55.61
55.84
54.22
60.39

−1.96
−1.00
−0.68
−1.76
54.40
56.45
57.62
54.17

−0.49
−0.83
−0.24
−1.98
51.52
55.91
54.67
57.09

1.43
0.01
−1.93
−0.66
54.41
53.72
43.25
51.28

−2.35
−0.89
−3.15
−2.62
46.97
54.14
45.17
51.37

−0.20
−0.64
−3.00
−1.43
51.50
54.59
45.65
50.68

decade of this century. Among the 6 provinces, Hebei is the most
drought-prone province, and the droughts are more serious here than in
the other 5 provinces. The second most severe droughts occur in
Shandong.
The drought detected by the VHI is quite different from that detected by the PDSI. For all the NCP provinces, there is an apparent
increase in the VHI values (Hebei: +6.16, Shandong: +11.26, Henan:
+16.77) during spring from the 1980s to 2010s. In summer, the increase in the VHI is smaller (Hebei: +4.78, Shandong: +0, Henan:
+5.57). For the NEC provinces, the change in the VHI values is quite
small (Heilongjiang, −3.13, Liaoning: +4.40, Jilin: −0.81). While
nearly all the PDSI values in the NEC decreased between the 1980s and
2010s, the different change slopes between the PDSI and VHI could be a
marker for the human influence on natural drought conditions.
Fig. 3 shows the time series of the PDSI and VHI over the 6 selected
provinces. The green line in Fig. 3 indicates the drought threshold. The

farther below the green line the PDSI is, the worse the drought is. While
the PDSI varied around the drought line in various provinces, the VHI
was close to the drought line in the 1980s and remained above the
drought line in most years since 1990 in the NCP. There are similar
variabilities and changes in the PDSI and VHI in NEC. The differences in
the VHI values in spring and summer in Hebei Province are much
higher than the differences in the PDSI.
The leading mode of the variability in the PDSI and VHI is a gradual
departure. Departures have occurred in Hebei since the 1980s and became amplified after 1995; in Henan, departures have occurred since
2005. There was no obvious departure in Shandong before 2015, although the VHI was mostly above the drought line. This departure
occurred after 2012 for the three provinces of NEC. The departures
were more significant at both province levels for the NCP than for NEC.

Fig. 3. Time series of the averaged PDSI (black solid line) and VHI (yellow solid line) over 6 selected provinces during spring (thin), summer (thick) and the growing
season. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.2. Drought frequency change

by 5.7% in the 1980s, with significant 59.5%, 43.3% and 46.8% reductions in the 1990s, 2000s and 2010s, respectively, in spring and
53.7%, 51.4%, 58.8% and 55.3% reductions, respectively, in summer.
The drought frequency in Henan changed by 18.2%, −34.4%, −53.2%,
and − 62.2% in spring and decreased by 17.4%, 54.9%, 41.2% and
66.6% in summer in the 1980s, 1990s, 2000s and 2010s, respectively.
For the three provinces in NEC, there were no large differences in
drought frequency in Heilongjiang Province, but there were reductions
in Liaoning and Jilin provinces over the last three decades. The drought
frequency reduction increased significantly in the spring season but not
for the summer season in NCP nor for the provinces in NEC.
The different drought frequency patterns in Fig. 4 demonstrate that
the frequency of actual agricultural drought in the spring (March–May)
and summer (June–August) in the NCP is significantly different from
the natural agricultural drought that occurs under natural conditions.
Fig. 4 (a) shows the decade natural agricultural drought frequency
reflected by the PDSI. The spring drought occurred over a relatively
large range, and the frequency was also relatively high, especially in the

The drought frequency distributions in spring and summer were
produced using the PDSI and VHI for 37 years over the 1982–2018
period (Fig. 4) and are summarized in Table 3. The frequency at which
drought derived from the PDSI is large in coverage and high in frequency.
Over the past 37 years, Hebei has had the highest drought frequency
detected by the PDSI, ranging from 64.8% in the 1990s to 93.6% in the
2000s in the spring season (March to May) and from 53.4% to 87.1% in
the summer (June to August). On the other hand, using the VHI results
from 1982 to 2018, the frequency of drought in Hebei varied from
39.9% to 57.9% in spring and from 26.2% to 39.5% in summer.
Drought frequency was reduced by 9.7% in the 1980s, significantly by
38.5%, 48.1% and 34.3% in the 1990s, 2000s and 2010s, respectively,
in spring, and by 48.3%, 46.2%, 54.7% and 66.4%, respectively, in
summer.
Shandong showed similar changes. Drought frequency was reduced

(a) Drought frequency derived from the PDSI: NCP spring (top), NCP summer (middle), NEC (bottom)
Fig. 4. The drought frequency and its changes derived from the (a) PDSI, (b) VHI and (c) ADFC.
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(b) Drought frequency derived from the VHI: NCP spring (top), NCP summer (middle), NEC (bottom)
Fig. 4. (continued)

2000s and 2010s. The frequency of occurrence was much higher in the
2000s and 2010s than in the other decades in the NCP. In the 2000s,
drought mainly occurred in the northern part of the NCP, while in the
2010s, it mainly occurred in Henan in the southern NCP. Summer
droughts occurred less frequently than spring droughts but occurred
more frequently in the 1980s than spring droughts, mainly in Shandong
Province in the 1980s and in the northern part of NCP in the 2000s. The
frequency of drought in NEC was significantly lower than that in the
NCP, but the same did not occur in the 2000s. The frequency of drought
was relatively high during this period, especially in the western part of
Liaoning Province.
However, the actual agricultural drought frequency detected by the
VHI (Fig. 4 b) was different from that detected by the PDSI. Except for
the spring drought frequency in the 1980s in the NCP, which was relatively high, the frequency of drought in other decades was relatively
low, the spatial distribution was homogenous, and the high frequency

mainly occurred in the marginal areas of the NCP and the areas surrounding the northeast plain, which are sloping fields in hilly areas.
As a result, the relative difference in drought frequency shown in
Fig. 4 (c) decreased significantly. In particular, the frequency of
summer drought in the NCP significantly decreased, and the frequency
of spring drought in the NCP did not decrease significantly in the 1980s,
but the frequency of occurrence decreased significantly after the 1990s.
In NEC, the frequency of drought occurrence, especially in the 2000s,
has been effectively alleviated, although it was not as effective in some
of the marginal areas.
3.3. Changes in drought-affected area
Both Table 4 and Fig. 5 show the decadal drought-affected area
percentages of the total cropland area in the six provinces. The decadal
drought-affected area is defined as the average percentage of drought
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(c) ADFCs for NCP spring (top), NCP summer (middle), NEC (bottom)
Fig. 4. (continued)
Table 3
Drought frequency derived from the PDSI, VHI and ADFC for 6 provinces.
Frequency

f(PDSI)

f(VHI)

ADFC

Region

NCP

NEC

Season

March–May

Provinces

Hebei

Shandong

Henan

Hebei

Shandong

Henan

Heilongjiang

Liaoning

Jilin

1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s
1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s
1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s

81.6%
64.8%
93.6%
88.0%
73.7%
39.9%
48.6%
57.9%
−9.7%
−38.5%
−48.1%
−34.3%

77.4%
75.8%
70.2%
79.2%
73.0%
30.7%
39.8%
42.1%
−5.7%
−59.5%
−43.3%
−46.8%

64.7%
63.6%
74.8%
85.4%
76.4%
41.8%
35.0%
32.3%
18.2%
−34.4%
−53.2%
−62.2%

72.6%
53.4%
87.1%
78.0%
37.6%
28.7%
39.5%
26.2%
−48.3%
−46.2%
−54.7%
−66.4%

87.6%
57.0%
64.7%
81.0%
40.6%
27.7%
26.7%
36.2%
−53.7%
−51.4%
−58.8%
−55.3%

51.2%
65.4%
57.3%
82.4%
42.3%
29.5%
33.7%
27.5%
−17.4%
−54.9%
−41.2%
−66.6%

32.7%
39.6%
77.7%
46.2%
36.3%
36.3%
66.9%
42.3%
11.1%
−8.4%
−13.9%
−8.4%

57.3%
53.8%
87.5%
56.7%
50.3%
36.4%
58.2%
43.8%
−12.3%
−32.3%
−33.5%
−22.8%

37.0%
49.2%
87.8%
55.4%
46.9%
34.3%
58.5%
42.7%
26.8%
−30.3%
−33.3%
−22.9%

June–August

occurring in the decade interval. The affected area detected by the PDSI
is >70% for the NCP in spring but varies for the NCP in summer and for
the NEC (Table 4). However, the total drought affected area (VHI < 45)
occupied 41.2% in the 1990s to 73.7% in the 1980s for the Hebei
cropland during the spring season. Compared to the PDSI, the total
drought-induced area decreased from 9.6% in the 1980s to 48% in the
1990s and 2000s. The greatest drought-affected reduction occurred in
Shandong in the 1990s, with a reduction of 62.4% in the spring season,

May–August

66.1% in Hebei in the 2010s during the summer season, and 42% in
Liaoning in the 1990s.
The drought-affected area percentage reductions in Hebei and
Henan have been significant (p < .05) since the 1980s in spring and not
significant in Shandong or the NEC provinces, except Liaoning, which
decreased significantly (p < .1), indicating that anti-drought measures
has successfully defeated natural drought conditions to some extent in
the spring season (Fig. 5).
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Table 4
Affected area percentage of drought detected by the PDSI and VHI.

PDSI

VHI

ADAC

Season

March–May (Spring)

June–August (Summer)

May–August (Growing Season)

Province

Hebei

Shandong

Henan

Hebei

Shandong

Henan

Heilongjiang

Liaoning

Jilin

1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s
1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s
1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s

81.6%
79.6%
93.6%
88.0%
73.7%
41.2%
48.6%
58.1%
−9.6%
−48.3%
−48.1%
−34.0%

77.4%
83.9%
70.2%
88.9%
73.1%
31.5%
39.9%
43.4%
−5.6%
−62.4%
−43.2%
−51.2%

73.9%
79.1%
82.4%
85.4%
75.4%
42.1%
33.0%
33.1%
2.0%
−46.7%
−59.9%
−61.3%

72.6%
66.7%
87.1%
78.0%
37.6%
34.9%
39.5%
26.4%
−48.2%
−47.6%
−54.6%
−66.1%

87.6%
63.4%
64.7%
81.0%
40.7%
30.5%
26.7%
37.2%
−53.6%
−51.9%
−58.7%
−54.1%

58.3%
72.7%
57.3%
82.4%
44.1%
32.3%
33.8%
28.3%
−24.4%
−55.6%
−41.1%
−65.7%

32.7%
49.5%
85.2%
59.4%
36.4%
38.4%
70.1%
44.4%
11.3%
−22.4%
−17.7%
−25.2%

88.5%
66.7%
97.2%
72.8%
55.6%
38.6%
63.1%
44.9%
−37.2%
−42.0%
−35.1%
−38.3%

56.6%
61.4%
97.5%
70.9%
43.3%
35.8%
61.6%
45.2%
−23.5%
−41.8%
−36.8%
−36.3%

Fig. 5. Trend in the ADAC over the six provinces with significant changes marked (p < .1: Hebei Spring, Hebei Summer, Henan Spring, Henan Summer, Jilin).

The areas affected by spring drought in each province have been
greatly reduced. The average ADAC for the six provinces ranged from
−21% (low: −53.6%, high: 11.3%) in the 1980s to 47% (low:
−62.4%, high: −22.4%) in the 1990s and − 48% (low: −66.1%, high:
−25.2%) after 2010. Over time, the agricultural drought mitigation
effect strengthened, and the mitigation effect was most obvious over the
past 15 years.
We applied a trend analysis to the PDSI values shown in Fig. 3 and
found that all NCP and NEC provinces exhibited decreasing trends
(slope < 0), and a significant decreasing trend occurred in spring in
Henan (p < .05), which means that the agricultural drought trends
under natural conditions in the NCP and NEC were not improving.
Combining the PDSI trend and ADAC trend results in Fig. 5, we found
that while agricultural drought conditions (PDSI) did not improve, the
drought mitigation effects improved in the NCP and NEC and were
especially significant in Henan and Hebei. This result could be an indication that Hebei and Henan have successfully mitigated droughtaffected areas over the last four decades.
The ADAC annual distribution in Fig. 5 shows that Hebei and Henan
experienced a significant increase in drought mitigation effects in
spring and summer, indicating that the drought vulnerability of these
provinces decreased over the last decade, which is consistent with the
research of He et al. (2013), who showed that the southern NCP, including Henan and southern Hebei, has low drought vulnerability. For

Shandong, although the ADAC change was not significant, Shandong
has had a lower ADAC than the other two NCP provinces since the
1990s, showing that Shandong had a better foundation for defeating
drought in the early stage of the research period.
3.4. Indication of mitigation for extreme drought events
The ADAC can reflect the drought area mitigation effects at an annual scale and can be used to evaluate the human intervention influence that occasionally occurs under extreme drought conditions.
Table 5 shows the extreme drought years chosen by the average cropland PDSI values lower than −3 in the research period. The droughtaffected cropland percentages detected by the PDSI, VHI and ADAC are
also shown. Generally, the PDSI drought-affected percentage was high
in the extreme years across four decades, usually >90% in the NCP and
NEC provinces. The VHI drought-affected percentages were different
from the PDSI percentages with high values in 1982 and have decreased
significantly since then. Accordingly, the ADAC was high in 1982, with
the PDSI and VHI droughts exhibiting very small differences, which
means that the natural agricultural drought under natural conditions
was mitigated within a small area, and most of the extreme natural
agricultural drought-affected areas experienced actual droughts. During
spring in Hebei, the ADAC was high in 1982 and decreased during the
1999–2000 and 2017–2018 droughts. The summer Hebei ADAC also
10
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1982
2000
2002
2003
2008
2017
2018

−4.02
−3.97
−3.16
−3.9
−3.44
−3.36

Jilin

−3.07
−3.07
−3.5

−5.31
−5.46

−3.8
−3.91
−5.02
−4.37

−2.56
−3
−5.18
−4.57
−3.12
−2.96
−3.25
46.82
37.39
43.65

Heilongjiang

47.04
57.38
46.79
44.99
50.64
53.32

Heilongjiang

50.15
39.92
46.94
59.41
58.65

VHI

Liaoning

−4.37

−3.23

Shandong

20.76
68.74
62.2
50.38
45.83
52.91
49.33

Shandong

PDSI

May–August

−4.07
−4.31
−4.76
−3.12
−3.32

Hebei

Hebei

49.66
47.8

28.52
64.91
56.93
54.6

VHI

Henan

−3.13
−4.1
−3.31
−4.02

PDSI

Shandong

−4.41
−3.86
−3.17
−3.66
−3.19
−3.5
−3.6

June–August

−3.11
−4.12

−3.5
−3.25
−3.6
−5.16

Hebei

Henan

Hebei

Shandong

VHI

PDSI

March–May

Growing season

1982
1999
2000
2002
2014
2017

Summer

1982
1999
2000
2002
2014
2017
2018

Spring

48.05
47.17

36.13
31.9
46.35
40.78

Liaoning

54.19

55.1

Henan

55.2
46.82
51.08
51.12

Henan

37.28
33.95
47.75
44.18
49.14
50.46
48.39

Jilin

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Shandong

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Shandong

96.29%
100.00%
98.49%

Heilongjiang

100.00%
100.00%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
99.77%

Liaoning

PDSI drought area

96.20%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Hebei

PDSI drought area

100.00%
100.00%

100.00%
91.20%
99.10%
100.00%

Hebei

PDSI drought area

Table 5
Average values and drought areas of the PDSI VHI and ADAC in extreme natural agricultural drought years.

100.00%
99.54%
97.81%
100.00%
97.84%
90.81%
94.10%

Jilin

100.00%

100.00%

Henan

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

Henan
96.40%
13.80%
15.40%
46.90%
56.10%
37.90%
45.20%

Shandong

62.44%
84.57%
71.71%

Heilongjiang

54.92%
55.70%

76.67%
94.49%
63.26%
80.56%

Liaoning

58.10%
26.40%
60.10%
64.00%
44.10%
39.60%

Shandong

VHI drought area

50.90%
76.20%
57.20%
29.40%
27.50%

Hebei

VHI drought area

47.30%
54.80%

84.80%
18.50%
29.20%
37.50%

Hebei

VHI drought area

78.58%
93.11%
57.90%
72.29%
53.44%
45.93%
50.33%

Jilin

33.30%

31.60%

Henan

36.10%
58.70%
45.50%
41.60%

Henan

−35.20%
−15.40%
−27.20%

Heilongjiang

ADAC

−47.00%
−23.80%
−42.80%
−70.60%
−72.50%

Hebei

ADAC

−52.70%
−45.20%

−15.20%
−79.80%
−70.50%
−62.50%

Hebei

ADAC

−45.10%
−44.30%

−23.30%
−5.50%
−36.70%
−19.30%

Liaoning

−41.90%
−73.60%
−39.90%
−36.00%
−55.90%
−60.40%

Shandong

−3.60%
−86.20%
−84.60%
−53.10%
−43.90%
−62.10%
−54.80%

Shandong

−21.40%
−6.50%
−40.80%
−27.70%
−45.40%
−49.40%
−46.50%

Jilin

−66.70%

−68.40%

Henan

−63.90%
−41.30%
−54.50%
−58.40%

Henan
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exhibited a similar change pattern with a high ADAC during the 1999
drought (−23.8%) and a much lower ADAC during the 2017–2018
drought (2017: −70.6%, 2018: −72.5%), which means that any natural agricultural drought was largely mitigated in 2017 compared with
those in 1999. In the NEC provinces, the most extreme agricultural
drought years in Jilin exhibited similar ADACs above 40%, except in
1982, 2000, and 2003, when drought occurred in marginal areas. The
NEC provinces did not show much change according to the ADAC over
three decades, similar to the NCP provinces, possibly due to the different water use strategies used in the NEC, as rainfall in the NEC satisfies crop need.
Notably, from 2014 to 2016, when a strong El Niño struck China
with a heavy decrease in rainfall in the NCP (Ma et al., 2018; Zhai et al.,
2016), the PDSI values in Shandong and Henan provinces were very
low in 2014 (Table 5), indicating a strong drought. However, due to the
use of proper solutions, agricultural losses were generally not very severe, which was reflected by the normal VHI values (45.83 and 51.12
for Shandong and Henan, respectively) and low ADAC values
(−43.90% and − 58.40%, respectively). The ADAC values show that
nearly 44% and 58% of the natural agricultural drought-affected area
was successfully mitigated by human interventions. Contrary to the
2014 El Niño, the 1982 El Niño caused a severe drought in the spring in
the NCP, especially in Shandong (the PDSI mean value was less than
−4) and Hebei provinces, due to the use of less developed methods for
defeating extreme disasters; thus, Shandong suffered significant agricultural losses (Tao et al., 2004), and the ADAC was only −3.6% for
Shandong. Another extreme drought occurred in 1999 under the influence of the 1998 El Niño. The average PDSI values in spring in the
NCP provinces were all less than −3, and the ADAC was sufficient in
1999 with values lower than 80%, meaning that >80% of affected area
by the natural agricultural droughts did not actually experience
drought. The high ADAC value is consistent with low drought

mitigation measures. This comparison of different El Niño years showed
that the ADAC has advantages in evaluating drought mitigation effects
during occasional drought events.
3.5. Factors contributing to drought-affected area reduction
To understand what factors contributed the most to the reduction in
drought-affected area, Fig. 6 shows the relationship of the ADAC with
irrigated cropland area, reservoir capacity and agricultural plastic
usage. The ADAC exhibits a significant relationship with irrigated area
in Hebei, Henan and Heilongjiang provinces and agricultural plastic
usage in Henan, Heilongjiang and Liaoning provinces, indicating the
usefulness of irrigation and agricultural plastic usage in reducing
drought-affected areas. In Henan Province, agricultural plastic usage
increased from <30,000 tons in 1990s to >140,000 tons in 2010s and
is highly correlated with decreasing drought. The reservoir capacity
shows a positive effect on reducing drought with a weak relationship,
since it increases the water supply and strongly alters hydrological
drought (Wu et al., 2018).
Fig. 7 shows the annual ADAC and the provincial irrigation area,
reservoir capacity and agricultural plastic usage data for the six provinces. All three statistical indicators have greatly increased in all
provinces along with the decrease in the ADAC in the three provinces
and NCP but are not obvious in NEC. Notably, some years in the 1980s
and 2010s showed similar low area differences, but the reasons behind
these differences were quite different. In the 1980s, the area differences
could be low with high PDSI and VHI drought areas, while during some
years in the 2010s, the PDSI and VHI drought areas were both low. To
some extent, the high correlation could confirm the effectiveness of
using differences in drought area and frequency between the PDSI and
VHI to monitor the human activities influencing drought.

Fig. 6. Scatterplots of the difference in drought-affected area percentages detected by the PDSI and VHI over the 6 selected provinces from 1982 to 2018 in
comparison to irrigation area (cross), reservoir capacity (asterisk) and plastic film usage (open circle).
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Fig. 7. Temporal development of annual statistics and the ADAC.

et al., 2006; Bokusheva et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2008; Kogan, 2002; Wu
et al., 2018). These analytical methods performed well in monitoring
different aspects of drought dynamics. Large differences were observed
between drought-affected areas detected by different indices (Qin et al.,
2015; Yang et al., 2018). Thus, new indices were developed in this
research to quantify the differences and explore the values.
It is obvious that both indicators are highly relevant to drought
mitigation. The ADFC can reflect the differences in drought occurrence
frequency detected by the PDSI and VHI in different decades. The
tendency of the ADFC can reflect the changes in drought frequency
differences in different decades, which helps to macroscopically understand the characteristics of drought occurrence in different time
periods. The ADAC is an indicator of the difference in drought-affected
areas detected by the PDSI and VHI. It is obvious that drought areas
detected by the PDSI are larger than those detected by the VHI. The
larger the difference is, the higher the mitigating effect of anti-drought
measures. The time series changes in ADAC can also reflect the changes
in the contribution of anti-drought measures.
Both ADFC and ADAC can explain the impacts of overall antidrought measures, including irrigation, drought-tolerant seeds, farm
performance, planting density, and tillage practices. There is hardly any
inclusion or exclusion of specific measures in this study. The antidrought measures might not truly make a difference (Lobell, 2014).
Drought-tolerant varieties were developed to ensure crop production
under mild drought conditions, but when faced with extreme drought,
too much planting can exacerbate the drought risk. While the current
maize varieties are robust to crowding and farmers are capable of obtaining many plants per field, this same crowding effect takes a toll
when water resources are restricted (Uwizeyimana et al., 2018). Expansion of irrigation could reduce the amount of water available for
crops on average and might increase the drought risk. Drought-affected
areas could be larger than nonirrigated areas in the event of extreme
dry weather (Hornbeck and Keskin, 2014; Troy et al., 2015). Therefore,
both ADFC and ADAC provide a method to describe the comprehensive
performances of anti-drought measures undertaken in a region.
The effects of drought mitigation with irrigation and other measures
(Uwizeyimana et al., 2018) can be characterized using yield. However,
yield is also affected by other factors, such as different farming practices
and different crop breeds that vary in drought tolerance, fertilizer and
pesticide characteristics (Tian et al., 2018). There is no evidence to
support that farmer yields are becoming less sensitive to drought in the
main maize and soybean-growing states (Hornbeck and Keskin, 2014;
Lobell, 2014).

4. Discussion
Regional drought is the combined consequence of natural changes
and human activities (Fu et al., 2008). Factors that influence drought
propagation include regional climate process and local land surface
characteristics (Barker et al., 2015; Van Loon and Laaha, 2015) as well
as human activities (Wang et al., 2016b). Many drought indices have
been proposed for describing the drought characteristics (Hayes et al.,
2012; West et al., 2019). However, there are differences in the ability of
meteorological and agricultural indicators to describe drought characteristics (Hayes et al., 2012; Qin et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016a;
Wang et al., 2018). Differences in drought characteristics derived from
indices, particularly in drought-affected areas and frequency of occurrence provide valuable information on drought mitigation effects. In
this paper, a method to quantify the mitigation effect is proposed by
using the changes in the drought characteristics of frequency and affected area percentage detected by the PDSI and VHI, assuming that the
PDSI represents agricultural drought under natural conditions and the
VHI is the mark of actually stressed vegetation drought. Two indicators
are proposed to quantify drought mitigation. One indicator is the ADFC,
representing the changes in drought frequency, and the other is the
ADAC, representing the drought-affected area reduction from natural to
actual conditions.
4.1. Performance of the ADFC and ADAC
Both the PDSI and VHI are popular drought indices that have been
used to describe drought characteristics (Dai, 2011; Kogan et al., 2019;
Tian et al., 2018; Troy et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016a). The PDSI describes the soil moisture variation caused by climate change without
considering the impact of field practices such as irrigation and tillage
practices. The VHI reflects actual vegetation under stress or soil
moisture deficits. The drought characteristics derived from both the
PDSI and VHI should not make much difference under natural conditions without any human interventions. In other words, the different
drought characteristics obtained from the PDSI and VHI and their
temporal process of their departure could reflect the agricultural
drought mitigation level. This means that differences in drought characteristics detected by the PDSI and VHI can be used to capture the
impacts of anti-drought measures. Drought indices are usually grouped
into meteorological drought, agricultural drought and hydrological
drought and analyses have been performed for temporal changes and
impacts of drought on yield, water tables, river discharges (Bhuiyan
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4.2. Effects of drought mitigation in the NCP and NEC

contemporaneous difference in drought mitigation effects in Shandong
and Jilin, with Shandong performing better than Jilin in terms of mitigating drought.
The ADFC can be an indicator of a decade of drought frequency
mitigation, which is useful for evaluating the overall picture of the
drought mitigation effects under the development of agricultural
economies and the construction of large water conservancy facilities, as
the drought mitigation methods do not manifest effects over short
periods. Some extreme drought events, such as El Niño, which usually
last for one or two years, can be hidden over a long temporal period,
such as a decade. The ADAC, on the other hand, performs well in
properly reflecting the human activity effects on these kinds of single
drought events. The ADAC could reflect the effects of relatively small
and timely methods in drought mitigation, such as increasing irrigation
and using agricultural films to prevent evapotranspiration. With the
combination of the ADAC and ADFC, we can evaluate the effects of both
large and small measures in reducing the influence of drought at different temporal scales.
Drought mitigation was significantly correlated with irrigation areas
and agricultural plastic usage in some provinces, indicating that these
two measures have a major contribution to drought mitigation.
Temporally, drought alleviation changes from year to year. A comparison of the irrigated farmland with rainfed farmland shows that irrigation alleviated 42.98% of the negative impact of drought in the NCP
in the growing season and alleviated over 30% of the negative impacts
of drought at other time scales. However, the reduction rate of ADFC
and ADAC is lower than the increase rate of irrigation area from 1980s
to 2010s in Heilongjiang Province, one of three provinces in NEC, indicating irrigation is over expanded or more than needed.

Drought is a complex natural phenomenon, and drought has not
changed much over the past 60 years considering the changes in
available radiation and meteorological parameters (Sheffield et al.,
2012). Since the late 1990s, droughts have occurred at increased frequency and severity across China, especially in the NCP (Yu et al., 2014;
Zhai et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2005). Concurrently, consecutive drought
has also increased across China (Chen and Sun, 2015).
As human activities could reduce natural drought conditions, the
actual drought was less than the natural drought (Qin et al., 2015; Yang
et al., 2018). In every province, differences in drought frequency and
drought area between the PDSI and VHI could reflect the intervention
degree of human activities during natural drought events; the higher
the differences are, the lower the ADAC and ADFC values will be.
Based on the ADAC and ADFC time series, the drought mitigation
performances of the NCP and NEC provinces can be evaluated. The
comparison of the differences in ADFC across the last four decades
(1980s, 1990s, 2000s and 2010s) revealed that the ADFC decreased
strongly between the 1980s and 2010s in the three NCP provinces, with
a 24.6% decrease in Hebei, 80.3% decrease in Henan and 41.1% decrease in Shandong, which was confirmed by other studies (Piao et al.,
2010; Yang et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2014). In summer, the ADFC values of
the three provinces in North China did not decrease as much as those in
spring. The Hebei, Henan, and Shandong ADFCs decreased by 18.2%,
49.2%, and 1.6%, respectively. This result can explain why no agricultural losses but frequent droughts were observed in the NCP (Zhang
et al., 2019). The declines in ADFCs in the three NEC provinces were
lower than those in the NCP. In general, human activities in NCP have a
strong mitigation effect on spring drought, and the mitigation effects in
NCP and NEC in summer are not large, which is consistent with the
characteristics of irrigation agriculture in spring in the NCP and rainfed
agriculture in NEC and limited irrigation in summer in the NCP. The
ADAC and the ADFC could reflect similar change patterns in the
drought mitigation effects at the decadal scale in the NCP and NEC.
Furthermore, the ADAC could reflect the drought mitigation effects
at an annual scale. We found that with the development of drought
mitigation methods, the NCP's reaction to extreme droughts, such as
those resulting from El Niño, improved between 1982 and 2014. The
2014–2016 El Niño has been regarded as one of the three most severe El
Niño events since 1950 (L'Heureux et al., 2017). The 1982 El Niñoinduced drought was less severe than that in 2014 with a slightly higher
PDSI (Zhai et al., 2016), but the ADAC in 2014 was much lower than
that in 1982, indicating that the drought area mitigation effect in 2014
was much better than that in 1982. Another extreme drought occurred
in 1999 under the effect of the 1998 El Niño influence. The average
PDSI values in spring in the NCP provinces were all less than −3, and
the ADAC was lower than 80% in 1999, meaning that >80% of the
meteorological drought-affected areas did not actually experience
drought. This finding is confirmed by other studies (Qin et al., 2015).
By analyzing the ADAC performances for the three single drought
events, we conclude that the ADAC could indicate the drought mitigation effects at an annual scale, especially when extreme drought occurred, and the change in drought-affected areas could directly show
the influence of anti-drought measures. According to Table 5, the extreme meteorological drought years are selected, and the PDSI and VHI
drought areas are compared with the ADAC. We found that the ADAC
changed over time, which can be an indicator of the effects of human
drought mitigation.
The ADAC differences among regions can also show regional
drought mitigation changes. During the 2000 PDSI drought, the PDSI in
spring in Shandong was −3.6, and the natural agricultural droughtaffected area was 100%. The PDSI value of Jilin was −3.0, which was
higher than that of Shandong, but the ADAC of Shandong (−84.6%)
was lower than that of Jilin (−6.5%). This comparison shows the

4.3. Comparison of the PDSI and VHI to quantify drought mitigation
In this paper, a method for analyzing drought mitigation levels
using two different indices, PDSI and VHI, was proposed. To make the
two indices comparable, the difference between the PDSI and VHI
should be eliminated by identifying thresholds. Usually, the PDSI
ranges from −10 to 10, and the VHI ranges from 0 to 100.
In previous studies, different PDSI drought thresholds were used,
such as −2.0 (Zhai et al., 2010) and − 0.5 (Van der Schrier et al.,
2011), and the VHI drought threshold was set to 40 (Kogan, 2002). We
assumed that the PDSI and VHI exhibit similar patterns in terms of
rainfed cropland, as anti-drought measures are not applied much. By
comparing the PDSI and VHI value distribution densities in the rainfed
cropland of Heilongjiang in the 1980s, where <10% of cropland is irrigated, we found that the PDSI and VHI exhibited similar distributions
of 23.96% at a PDSI < −0.5 and a VHI < 45 in the 1980s for the
Heilongjiang rainfed cropland; thus, in this paper, we define the
drought threshold as −0.5 for the PDSI and 45 for the VHI. Notably,
both thresholds chosen in this study were adopted for the analysis of
temporal drought frequency and area changes; those values are not
absolute thresholds for drought and were only used to eliminate the
relative difference between the droughts reflected by the PDSI and VHI.
Although we have tried to set thresholds for each drought index to
reduce their differences in value ranges, there are still initial differences
between these two indices, that is, the spatial distribution differences.
Fig. 3 compares the drought frequencies deduced from the PDSI and
VHI, which shows that the PDSI usually has large patches with similar
frequencies, and the VHI patches are much smaller because the PDSI is
calculated based on meteorological data and parameters for the root
zone storage capacity of the soil water context, which is very coarse,
and the VHI is developed based on remote sensing data at the km level.
This spatial distribution difference could influence the spatial analysis
of drought, and hopefully, with a more precise PDSI dataset, the analysis could be more accurate in the future.
The PDSI and relevant meteorological drought indices account for
14
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climate variability without considering the impact of anti-drought
measures such as irrigation, tillage practices, drought-tolerant variety,
and crowded plantations. Studies have shown that these indices are
sufficient for describing drought characteristics under natural conditions. However, natural conditions are rarely found in the agricultural
land cover types examined here due to human intervention. Farmers
will try their best to combat drought (Li et al., 2018b). In this case, it
will be difficult to use meteorological drought indices to explain the
drought properties and their impacts, which is why no single drought
index can capture all aspects of agricultural drought (Tian et al., 2018).
On the other hand, satellite-based drought indices can capture the actual drought characteristics but hardly reflect the drought end if VIbased indices are used. In this regard, it is not appropriate to compare
the capabilities of the meteorological drought indices with those of
various remotely sensed drought indices. Even if with in situ soil
moisture data were measured under natural conditions, the results may
be in good agreement with meteorological indices but not with satellitebased VIs (Yang et al., 2018).
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